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Loads of coloring fun and faith for little ones! Children can now color Bible characters to life in this

384-page coloring book, depicting favorite Bible stories and characters from The Beginnerâ€™s

Bible. After coloring, the pages can be displayed to encourage creativity and memory of the classic

Bible stories. Â 
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I'm always on the lookout for fun, Bible-themed story books and activities that my children can both

be entertained by and learn from at the same time. Zonderkidz has filled that need with a great book

that your children are sure to love, because mine sure did!The Super-Duper Mighty Jumbo Coloring

book is an amazing book that is aptly named, containing almost 400 pictures for children to color!

My children truly love this coloring book, not only because there are so many options to choose

from, but because the book is divided into all of the main stories of the Bible. The book does not

contain words from the Bible, but tells Bible stories through the pictures, allowing children to learn

the stories while letting them add colors and their own creativity to the stories. My children's favorite

was coloring the story of Jonah as he fled from God and was swallowed by a giant fish. My son just

giggles over the picture of the fish throwing up Jonah onto shore! The coloring book will not only



entertain your children with hours of coloring, but also help you impart Bible stories at the same

time.5 out of 5 stars.This book has been provided courtesy of the publisher, Zondervan, and DJC

Communications, for the purposes of this unbiased review.

This is a really thick and good size coloring book- it is not cheaply made with only a few pages.

When it says "jumbo" - it means jumbo. It goes right along with the Beginner's Bible book, the

pictures in both are the same. We love to read the story and then find the matching pictures to color.

It adds coloring fun to the stories to make them much more appealing and easier to remember.Our

cover came bent up so we just cut out all the pages with a box cutter, hole punched them, and put

them in a notebook. Since they follow the book so well I can easily flip to what pages we need to

color, and just take them out as we go. The only thing that I do not like about it is that not all of the

new stories start a new page, some of the story titles are on the back of the previous page and

some of the stories do not have titles towards the end of the coloring book, it's like they kind of got

lazy at the ending. But otherwise it is a fantastic coloring book and well worth the price.

This coloring book had awesome coloring pages and it also covered most all of the bible stories and

the regular stories as well, this coloring book is great and it was a jumbo book for real. I would

recommend this product.

This follows the stories in the The Beginner's Bible perfectly. We will use it at church with our

children's church and at home.

I think it's a great find when I come across Christian items for my 2.5 and 1.5 year old daughters.-

This coloring book is great for them. We can discuss what's going on in the pictures. When

someone is kneeling to pray they enjoy discussing that because they can do that too.- There are no

words on the pages. It would be nice if there were some words.- I tear out the pages and give them

each one page. The pages are not perforated. If I didn't tear them out they would rip up the book. I

like that there is a picture on the front and back of the page. That is less of a mess for me to clean

up with multiple pages.

My son missed the cutoff for school this year (he is a few weeks too young), but he loves to learn.

Got this color book to start learning some of the Bible. I like there are multiple pages for each story

so his younger sister can color along as well!



I bought two of these Bible Jumbo Coloring Books. I kept one and the other one I gave to a friend of

mine to color. We are both happy with them. It's amazing how much stress can be relieved just by

coloring in coloring books as an adult. I highly recommend it to everyone.

I bought this coloring book for my youth group to do a coloring night (along with a different coloring

book) and they actually liked this coloring book better than the other one and they are in high

school! This coloring book is not hard, and the pictures are detailed enough so that the kids were

not bored. They stayed engaged in it the entire time and had a lot of fun.
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